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James Watt Nanofabrication Centre @Glasgow

E-beam lithography

10 RIE / PECVD 5 Metal dep tools 4 SEMs: Hitachi S4700 Veeco: AFMs

750 m2 cleanroom - pseudo-industrial operation

14 technicians + 4 PhD technologists

Commercial access through Kelvin NanoTechnology

EPSRC III-V National Facility

Processes include: MMICs, III-V, Si/SiGe/Ge, integrated
         photonics, metamaterials, MEMS (microfluidics)

http://www.jwnc.gla.ac.uk

Vistec VB6 & EBPG5

Süss MA6 optical lith



Electron Beam Lithography Capability

Vistec EBPG5

Vistec VB6
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Penrose tile: layer-to-layer 
alignment 0.46 nm rms

Alignment allows 1 nm gaps
between different layers:

–> nanoscience: single
molecule metrology

Sub-5 nm single-line
lithography for research

30 years 
experience
of e-beam

lithography

50 nm
10nm



Pattern Transfer: 1D Silicon Nanowires

Silica

Silicon 
Nanowires

arrays

Very fragile structures. Deformation associated to the silica substrate. 
Ultimately some windows crashes. Yield still limited

More on nanowires 10 nm wide
500 nm tall
Si nanowire

Lateral Nanowires Vertical Nanowires

20 nm wide nanowires

4 nm wide

6 W platten power
 to minimise

process damage

600 W ICP



Micro and Nanotechnology from Glasgow

Sensing: Si nanowires

Optoelectronics:
1.55µm DFB laser

source

drain

Al gates

SiO2

Nanoelectronics:
10 nm T-gate HEMT

MEMS: THz optics

Healthcare:
STEM cell

interrogation

10–9 10–8 10–7 10–6 10–5 10–4 10–3 10–2 10–1

1 nm nanogaps
Manufacture:
AFM probes

Hydrophobic
patterns

Environment:
Microfluidics

metres

2 mm100 µm



Over 250 Industrial Partners & Customers
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Who do we make devices for?



Thermoelectrics History

History: Seebeck effect 1822 heat –> electric current

Peltier (1834): current –> cooling

Thomson effect: Thomson (Lord Kelvin) 1850s



Thermoelectrics

History: Seebeck effect 1822
heat –> electric current

Peltier (1834): current –> cooling

Physics: Thomson (Lord Kelvin) 1850s

Present applications: 

Peltier coolers (telecoms lasers, rf / THz electronics, beer! etc...)

Thermoelectric generators – some industrial energy harvesting

As renewable energy interest increases, renewed interest 
in thermoelectrics

Ioffe: physics (1950s), first devices 1950s - 1960s, 
          commercial modules 1960s



Why Use Thermoelectrics?

No moving parts –> no maintenance 

Peltier Coolers: fast feedback control mechanisms 
                            –> ΔT < 0.1 ˚C

Scalable to the nanoscale –> physics still works 
          (some enhancements) but power ∝ area / volume

Most losses result in heat

Waste heat from many systems 
could be harvested

home, industry, background

Most heat sources are “static”



Thermoelectric Applications

NASA Voyager I & II Peltier cooler:
telecoms lasers

Cars: replace alternator

Temperature control
for CO2 sequestration

Powering autonomous
sensors: ECG, blood pressure, etc.



Roadmap for fuel efficiency

Three areas in which Thermoelectric devices can play a role:

Thermoelectric generation

Thermoelectric cooling

Inventory of Fuel Efficiency

Reduce Road Load
• Mass efficiency
• Rolling resistance
• Aerodynamics / Frontal Area
Reduce Cabin Thermal demand
Reduce Electrical Load
Lower friction
Efficient combustion
Efficient alternator & generator
Efficient air conditioner
Thermal recovery & regeneration 

• Increase electrical supply
• Use waste heat energy

• Provide (efficient) local cooling

Thermoelectric Energy Harvesting in Cars

Fuel consumption ∝ ηpowertrain (kinetic energy + amenities energy)

75% of waste 
= heat!}

Thermoelectrics in Cars: 

Can reduce fuel consumption ≤ 5%

Use waste heat energy (45% of fuel!)

Provide efficient local coolingBMW



Heat from Car Exhaust

Available waste heat:

how much, when & what temperature?

• Exhaust gas heat recovery : T1: 250…700°C

(must be post catalytic converter) T2: 100…500°C

• Heat transfer rate Q1: 5…60kW

Q2: 0…10kW

Strong dependence on drive-cycle; gap between real 
behaviour & legislative cycles

Customer drive cycle

Legislative drive cycle

Customer drive cycle

Legislative drive cycle

Temperature Exhaust Gas
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NEDC
FTP75
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PbTe the best present thermoelectrics for cars?

But Pb is toxic and banned, Te is unsustainable



Cars: CO2 Emissions Legislation

Fuel efficiency

• Growing legislative (and customer) pressure on vehicle CO2 emissions

• ACEA Voluntary Agreement
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ACEA is voluntary agreement

Legislation is driving thermoelectrics research



Energy Harvesting for Remote Sensing

Flood sensors

Battery free autonomous
sensors: ECG, blood pressure, etc.

Weather monitoring
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Sports performance
sensors

Aged well being sensors 

Energy
harvester

Sensor

Processor

Radio > 10 mW

> 100 µW

> 10 µW

< 100 µW/cm2 !!!



EC Flagship Pilot Guardian Angels
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ThermoelectricsBiosensors and 
lab-on-a-pill

Ultralow power rf electronics
Nanoelectronics and 

device modelling



Background Thermal Physics

Fourier thermal transport

Q = −κA∇T

hot side, Th

cold side, Tc

Area, A

LHeat
(energy/t) 

= Q

Joule heating

Q = heat (power i.e energy / time)

Q = I2R

resistance, R

I
Q = −κATc−Th

L



Background Physics

Joule heatingFourier thermal transport

EF = chemical potential

V = voltage

A = area

R = resistance

I = current (J = I/A)

Q = heat (power i.e energy / time)

κ = thermal conductivity

σ = electrical conductivity

α = Seebeck coefficient

Q = I2RQ = −κA∇T

q = electron charge

f(E) = Fermi functiong(E) = density of states

µ(E) = mobilitykB = Boltzmann’s constant



The Peltier Effect

Material 1

Material 2 Materia
l 2

Hot
reservoir

Th

Cold
reservoir

Tc

I

heat transfer, Q

Peltier coefficient, Π = Q
I

electrons

units: W/A = V

Peltier coefficient is the heat energy carried by each 
electron per unit charge & time



The Peltier Coefficient

σ =
�

σ(E)dE = q
�

g(E)µ(E)f(E)[1− f(E)]dE

Π = −1
q

�
(E−EF)σ(E)

σ dE

Full derivation uses relaxation time approximation
                 & Boltzmann equation

This derivation works well for high temperatures (> 100 K)

see H. Fritzsche, Solid State Comm. 9, 1813 (1971) 

At low temperatures phonon drag effects must be added



The Seebeck Effect

Material 1

Material 2 Materia
l 2

Hot
reservoir

Th

Cold
reservoir

Tc

= α ΔT

V

Open circuit voltage, V = α (Th – Tc) 

α => I

Seebeck coefficient, α = dV
dT units: V/K

Seebeck coefficient =     x entropy         transported with electron1
q (Q

T )



The Seebeck Coefficient

σ =
�

σ(E)dE = q
�

g(E)µ(E)f(E)[1− f(E)]dE

For electrons in the conduction band, Ec of a 
semiconductor

α = −kB
q

�
Ec−EF
kBT +

R∞
0

(E−Ec)
kBT σ(E)dE

R∞
0 σ(E)dE

�
for E > Ec

see Mott and Jones (1974) and H. Fritzsche, Solid State Comm. 9, 1813 (1971) 

Full derivation uses relaxation time approximation,
            Boltzmann equation

α = 1
qT

�
�Eτ�
�τ� −EF

�

α = −kB
q

� (E−EF)
kBT

σ(E)
σ dE

= momentum 
relaxation time

τ



The Seebeck Coefficient for Metals

f(1− f) = −kBT df
dE

g(E)µ(E)Expand in Taylor’s series at E = EF

i.e. Seebeck coefficient depends on the asymmetry 
of the current contributions above and below EF

(Mott’s formula for
metals)

α = −π2

3qk2
BT

�
dln(µ(E)g(E))

dE

�

E=EF

M. Cutler & N.F. Mott, Phys. Rev. 181, 1336 (1969)



3D Electronic and Thermal Transport

kx

ky

3D electronic transport

f(E)

E

Je

3D thermal transport

f(E)

E

cold hot

kx

ky JQ

= 1h
1+exp

“
E−EF
kBT

”i



The Physics of the Thermoelectric Effect

If we ignore energy dependent scattering (i.e. τ = τ(E)) 
then from J.M. Ziman

f(E)

σ = q
3

�
τ(E)ν2(E)

�
−g(E) df

dE

�
dE

df(E)
dE

df(E)
dE–g(E)

E

EF EF

g(E)

g(E)

2

α = q
3Tσ

�
τ(E)ν2(E)

�
−g(E) df

dE

�
(E−EF)dE

Thermoelectric power requires asymmetry in red area under curve

(E–EF)

2



Semiconductor Example: SiGe Alloys

Downloaded 02 Sep 2009 to 130.209.6.41. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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K
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)

α decreases for higher n

For SiGe, α increases with T

Degenerately doped p-Si0.7Ge0.3

Mott criteria ~ 2 x 1018 cm–3

α = 8π2k2
B

3eh2 m∗T
�

π
3n

� 2
3

J.P. Dismukes et al., J. Appl. Phys. 35, 2899 (1964)



The Thomson Effect

Hot
reservoir

Th

Cold
reservoir

Tc

T

x

I
Q

dx

α is temperature dependent

dQ
dx = βIdT

dx

Thomson coefficient, β: dQ = βIdT units: V/K

dT



The Kelvin Relationships

Π = αT β = T dα
dT

Derived using irreversible thermodynamics

These relationships hold for all materials

Seebeck, α is easy to measure experimentally

Therefore measure α to obtain      andΠ β



Carnot Efficiency for Thermal Engines

boiler

Efficiency = η
net work output

heat input

Power
station

heat
input, Q1

Wt

Condenser

turbine

Wcom

compressor

heat
recovered, Q2

=Wt – Wcom

Q1

1st law thermodynamics
(Q1 – Q2) – (Wt – Wcom) = 0

η = Q1−Q2

Q1

η = 1− Q2

Q1

=

water
steam



Carnot Efficiency

Efficiency =

η = net work output
heat input

η = 1− Q2

Q1

Tc = 293 K = 20 ˚C

Carnot: maximum η only
depends on Tc and Th

Δ

ηc = 1− Tc
Th

Higher temperatures give higher efficiencies



Peltier Effect, Heat Flux and Temperature

Heat
(energy/t)

= Q

Area, A

but Π = αT

Q = αIT− κA∇T

J = I
Aand

If a current of I flows through a thermoelectric material between 
hot and cold reservoirs:

Heat flux per unit area =

Q
A = ΠJ− κ∇T

( = Peltier + Fourier )hot side, Th

cold side, Tc

current,
I



Semiconductors and Thermoelectrics

n p

Tc

Th

Load

I

heat sink

heat source
metal

metal metal

Seebeck effect:
electricity
generation

Peltier effect:
electrical cooling

i.e. heat pump

n p

Tc

Th

Battery

+

heat sink

heat source
metal

metal metal

–I

Heat transfer
Q



Conversion Efficiency

n p

Tc

Th

Load, RL

heat sink

heat source
metal

metal metal

I

Rn Rp

R = Rn + Rp

Power to load (Joule heating) = I2RL

Heat absorbed at hot junction = Peltier heat
+ heat withdrawn from hot junction

= ΠI = αIThPeltier heat

power supplied to load
heat absorbed at hot junction

η = 

Heat withdrawn from hot junction
= κA (Th −Tc)− 1

2I2R

NB half Joule heat returned to hot junction

I = α(Th−Tc)
R+RL

(Ohms Law)



Thermoelectric Conversion Efficiency

η = I2RL

αITh+κA(Th−Tc)− 1
2 I2R

=      Carnot      x     Joule losses and irreversible
                                 processes

Th−Tc
Th

√
1+ZT−1√

1+ZT+ Tc
Th

ηmax = Z = α2

RκA = α2σ
κ

where

power supplied to loadη = 

= power supplied to load
Peltier + heat withdrawn

heat absorbed at hot junction
n p

Tc

Th

Load, RL

heat sink

heat source
metal

metal metal

I

Rn Rp

For maximum value dη

d(
RL
R )

= 0 T = 1
2 (Th + Tc)



Thermoelectric Power Generating Efficiency

n p

Tc

Th

Load

I

heat sink

heat source
metal

metal metal

η = ∆T
Th

√
1+ZT−1√

1+ZT+ Tc
Th

ZT = α2σ
κ T

Figure of merit
ZT = 0.7
ZT = 1
ZT = 2
ZT = 3
ZT = 5
ZT = 10

Carnot

ZT = 5



Thermodynamic Efficiency
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Power Generation From Macro to Micro

0
5
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Power level (We)

‘Engines’

TE (ZT=2)

TE todayEf
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 (%
)

10–2 100 102 104 106

At large scale, thermodynamic 
engines more efficient than TE

C.B. Vining, Nature Mat. 8, 83 (2009)

At the mm and µm scale with powers << 1W, thermoelectrics are 
more efficient than thermodynamic engines (Reynolds no. etc..)

cross over

ZT average for both n and p
over all temperature range

Illustrative schematic diagram

Diagram assumes high ΔT



Thermal Conductivity of Bulk Materials

thermal conductivity = electron contribution + phonon contribution
                                   = (electrical conductivity) + (lattice contributions)

κ = κel + κph

Lattice and electron current can contribute to heat transfer

For low carrier densities in semiconductors (non-degenerate)
κel � κph

κel � κph

For high carrier densities in semiconductors (degenerate)

Good thermoelectric materials should ideally have κel � κph

i.e. electrical and thermal conductivities are largely decoupled



Phonons: Lattice Vibration Heat Transfer
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SiGe

NB acoustic phonons transmit 
most thermal energy

The majority of heat in solids is transported by acoustic phonons



Thermal Conductivity

Lattice contribution:

κph = kB
2π2

�
kB
�

�3
T3

� θD
T

0
τc(x)x4ex

υ(x)(ex−1)2 dx

θD = Debye temperature (640 K for Si)
x = �ω

kBT

 = velocity
τc = combined phonon scattering time

J. Callaway, Phys. Rev. 113, 1046 (1959)

Electron (hole) contribution:

κel = σ
q2T

�
�τ��E2τ�−�Eτ�2

�τ3�

�

B. R. Nag, Electron Transport in Compound Semiconductors, (Springer-Verlag, New York USA, 1980)

τ(E) = total electron momentum relaxation time

υ(x)



Wiedemann-Franz Law

Empirical law from experimental observation that
κ

σT = constant for metals

Drude model’s great success was an explanation of
         Wiedemann-Franz

Drude model assumes bulk of thermal transport by 
conduction electrons in metals

Success fortuitous: two factors of 100 cancel to 
produce the empirical result from the Drude theory 

Incorrect assumption: classical gas laws cannot be 
applied to electron gas



Wiedemann-Franz Law for Metals

σT
κ = 3

π2

�
q
kB

�2
= 1

L
L = Lorentz number
   = 2.45 x 10–8 W-ΩK–2

ZT = 3
π2

�
qα
kB

�2

= 4.09 x 107 α2

κelIn metals, the thermal conductivity is dominated by 

∴

alloys where small         results in significant          contribution  κel κph

Exceptions:

some pure metals at low temperatures

certain low dimensional structures where          can dominate κph

κel � κphmost exceptions systems with 

κel � κphfor



Thermoelectric vs Doping of Semiconductors
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semiconductorinsulator metal

α2σ

σ

κ

α

κph

κel

cm–3

Wiedemann Franz rule: electrical conductivity ∝ thermal 
conductivity at high doping

Electrical and thermal conductivities are not independent
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!e Lorenz factor can vary particularly with carrier concentration. 
Accurate assessment of !e is important, as !l is o"en computed as the 
di#erence between ! and !e (equation (3)) using the experimental 
electrical conductivity. A common source of uncertainty in !e occurs 
in low-carrier-concentration materials where the Lorenz factor can be 
reduced by as much as 20% from the free-electron value. Additional 
uncertainty in !e arises from mixed conduction, which introduces 
a bipolar term into the thermal conductivity10. As this term is not 
included in the Wiedemann–Franz law, the standard computation of 
!l erroneously includes bipolar thermal conduction. !is results in 
a perceived increase in !l at high temperatures for Bi2Te3, PbTe and 
others, as shown in Fig. 2a. !e onset of bipolar thermal conduction 
occurs at nearly the same temperature as the peak in Seebeck and 
electrical resistivity, which are likewise due to bipolar e#ects.

As high zT requires high electrical conductivity but low thermal 
conductivity, the Wiedemann–Franz law reveals an inherent materials 
con$ict for achieving high thermoelectric e%ciency. For materials 
with very high electrical conductivity (metals) or very low !l, the 
Seebeck coe%cient alone primarily determines zT, as can be seen in 
equation (4), where (!l/!e) << 1:

 

2

1 +
 = 

l
!  

.

 

(4)

LATTICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Glasses exhibit some of the lowest lattice thermal conductivities. In 
a glass, thermal conductivity is viewed as a random walk of energy 
through a lattice rather than rapid transport via phonons, and leads 
to the concept of a minimum thermal conductivity22, !min. Actual 
glasses, however, make poor thermoelectrics because they lack the 
needed ‘electron-crystal’ properties — compared with crystalline 
semiconductors they have lower mobility due to increased electron 
scattering and lower e#ective masses because of broader bands. 
Good thermoelectrics are therefore crystalline materials that manage 
to scatter phonons without signi&cantly disrupting the electrical 
conductivity. !e heat $ow is carried by a spectrum of phonons with 
widely varying wavelengths and mean free paths23 (from less than 
1 nm to greater than 10 µm), creating a need for phonon scattering 
agents at a variety of length scales.

!ermoelectrics therefore require a rather unusual material: a 
‘phonon-glass electron-crystal’24. !e electron-crystal requirement 
stems from the fact that crystalline semiconductors have been 
the best at meeting the compromises required from the electronic 
properties (Seebeck coe%cient and electrical conductivity). !e 
phonon-glass requirement stems from the need for as low a lattice 
thermal conductivity as possible. Traditional thermoelectric materials 
have used site substitution (alloying) with isoelectronic elements to 
preserve a crystalline electronic structure while creating large mass 
contrast to disrupt the phonon path. Much of the recent excitement in 
the &eld of thermoelectrics is a result of the successful demonstration 
of other methods to achieve phonon-glass electron-crystal materials.

ADVANCES IN THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS

Renewed interest in thermoelectrics is motivated by the realization 
that complexity at multiple length scales can lead to new 
mechanisms for high zT in materials. In the mid 1990s, theoretical 
predictions suggested that the thermoelectric e%ciency could 
be greatly enhanced by quantum con&nement of the electron 
charge carriers5,25. !e electron energy bands in a quantum-
con&ned structure are progressively narrower as the con&nement 
increases and the dimensionality decreases. !ese narrow bands 
should produce high e#ective masses and therefore large Seebeck 
coe%cients. In addition, similar sized, engineered heterostructures 

may decouple the Seebeck coe%cient and electrical conductivity 
due to electron &ltering26 that could result in high zT. Even 
though a high-ZT device based on these principles has yet to be 
demonstrated, these predictions have stimulated a new wave of 
interest in complex thermoelectric materials. Vital to this rebirth has 
been interdisciplinary collaborations: research in thermoelectrics 
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Figure 1 Optimizing zT through carrier concentration tuning. a, Maximizing the 
efficiency (zT) of a thermoelectric involves a compromise of thermal conductivity 
(!; plotted on the y axis from 0 to a top value of 10 W m–1 K–1) and Seebeck 
coefficient ("; 0 to 500 µV K–1) with electrical conductivity (#; 0 to 5,000 '–1cm–1). 
Good thermoelectric materials are typically heavily doped semiconductors with a 
carrier concentration between 1019 and 1021 carriers per cm3. The thermoelectric 
power factor "2# maximizes at higher carrier concentration than zT. The difference 
between the peak in "2# and zT is greater for the newer lower-!l materials. Trends 
shown were modelled from Bi2Te3, based on empirical data in ref. 78. b, Reducing the 
lattice thermal conductivity leads to a two-fold benefit for the thermoelectric figure of 
merit. An optimized zT of 0.8 is shown at point (1) for a model system (Bi2Te3) with 
a !l of 0.8 Wm–1 K–1 and !e that is a function of the carrier concentration (purple). 
Reducing !l to 0.2 Wm–1 K–1 directly increases the zT to point (2). Additionally, 
lowering the thermal conductivity allows the carrier concentration to be reoptimized 
(reduced), leading to both a decrease in !e and a larger Seebeck coefficient. The 
reoptimized zT is shown at point (3).

G.J. Snyder et al., Nature Mat. 7, 105 (2008)

Maximum ZT requires
compromises with α, σ & κ

Limited by
Wiedemann-Franz Law

Maximum ZT ~ 1 
at ~100 ˚C

Bulk 3D materials are limited to ZT ≤ ~1 below 100 ˚C



Bulk Thermoelectric Materials Performance

Nature Materials 7, 105 (2008)

Bulk Si1-xGex (x~0.2 to 0.3) used for high temperature
          satellite applications

Bulk n-Bi2Te3 and p-Sb2Te3 used in most commercial
          thermoelectrics &  Peltier coolers
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requires an understanding of solid-state chemistry, high-temperature 
electronic and thermal transport measurements, and the underlying 
solid-state physics. !ese collaborations have led to a more complete 
understanding of the origin of good thermoelectric properties.

!ere are unifying characteristics in recently identi"ed high-zT 
materials that can provide guidance in the successful search for new 
materials. One common feature of the thermoelectrics recently 
discovered with zT>1 is that most have lattice thermal conductivities 
that are lower than the present commercial materials. !us the 
general achievement is that we are getting closer to a ‘phonon glass’ 
while maintaining the ‘electron crystal.’ !ese reduced lattice thermal 
conductivities are achieved through phonon scattering across 
various length scales as discussed above. A reduced lattice thermal 
conductivity directly improves the thermoelectric e#ciency, zT, 
(equation (4)) and additionally allows re-optimization of the carrier 
concentration for additional zT improvement (Fig. 1b).

!ere are three general strategies to reduce lattice thermal 
conductivity that have been successfully used. !e "rst is to scatter 
phonons within the unit cell by creating rattling structures or 
point defects such as interstitials, vacancies or by alloying27. !e 
second strategy is to use complex crystal structures to separate the 
electron-crystal from the phonon-glass. Here the goal is to be able 
to achieve a phonon glass without disrupting the crystallinity of the 
electron-transport region. A third strategy is to scatter phonons at 
interfaces, leading to the use of multiphase composites mixed on the 
nanometre scale5. !ese nanostructured materials can be formed as 
thin-"lm superlattices or as intimately mixed composite structures.

COMPLEXITY THROUGH DISORDER IN THE UNIT CELL

!ere is a long history of using atomic disorder to reduce the lattice 
thermal conductivity in thermoelectrics (Box 2). Early work by 

To best assess the recent progress and prospects in thermoelectric 
materials, the decades of research and development of the established 
state-of-the-art materials should also be considered. By far the most 
widely used thermoelectric materials are alloys of Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3. 
For near-room-temperature applications, such as refrigeration and 
waste heat recovery up to 200 °C, Bi2Te3 alloys have been proved 
to possess the greatest "gure of merit for both n- and p-type 
thermoelectric systems. Bi2Te3 was "rst investigated as a material 
of great thermoelectric promise in the 1950s12,16–18,84. It was quickly 
realized that alloying with Sb2Te3 and Bi2Se3 allowed for the "ne tuning 
of the carrier concentration alongside a reduction in lattice thermal 
conductivity. !e most commonly studied p-type compositions 
are near (Sb0.8Bi0.2)2Te3 whereas n-type compositions are close to 
Bi2(Te0.8Se0.2)3. !e electronic transport properties and detailed defect 
chemistry (which controls the dopant concentration) of these alloys 
are now well understood thanks to extensive studies of single crystal 
and polycrystalline material85,86. Peak zT values for these materials 
are typically in the range of 0.8 to 1.1 with p-type materials achieving 
the highest values (Fig. B2a,b). By adjusting the carrier concentration 
zT can be optimized to peak at di$erent temperatures, enabling the 
tuning of the materials for speci"c applications such as cooling or 
power generation87. !is e$ect is demonstrated in Fig. B2c for PbTe.

For mid-temperature power generation (500–900 K), 
materials based on group-IV tellurides are typically used, 
such as PbTe, GeTe or SnTe12,17,18,81,88. !e peak zT in optimized 
n-type material is about 0.8. Again, a tuning of the carrier 
concentration will alter the temperature where zT peaks. Alloys, 
particularly with AgSbTe2, have led to several reports of zT > 1 
for both n-type and p-type materials73,89,90. Only the p-type alloy 
(GeTe)0.85(AgSbTe2)0.15, commonly referred to as TAGS, with 
a maximum zT greater than 1.2 (ref. 69), has been successfully 
used in long-life thermoelectric generators. With the advent of 
modern microstructural and chemical analysis techniques, such 
materials are being reinvestigated with great promise (see section 
on nanomaterials).

Successful, high-temperature (>900 K) thermoelectric generators 
have typically used silicon–germanium alloys for both n- and p-type 
legs. !e zT of these materials is fairly low, particularly for the p-type 
material (Fig. B2b) because of the relatively high lattice thermal 
conductivity of the diamond structure.

For cooling below room temperature, alloys of BiSb have been 
used in the n-type legs, coupled with p-type legs of (Bi,Sb)2(Te,Se)3 
(refs 91,92). !e poor mechanical properties of BiSb leave much 
room for improved low-temperature materials.

Box 2 State-of-the-art high-zT materials
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Figure B2 Figure-of-merit zT of state-of-the-art commercial materials and those used or being developed by NASA for thermoelectric power generation. a, p-type and 
b, n-type. Most of these materials are complex alloys with dopants; approximate compositions are shown. c, Altering the dopant concentration changes not only the peak 
zT but also the temperature where the peak occurs. As the dopant concentration in n-type PbTe increases (darker blue lines indicate higher doping) the zT peak increases 
in temperature. Commercial alloys of Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 from Marlow Industries, unpublished data; doped PbTe, ref. 88; skutterudite alloys of CoSb3 and CeFe4Sb12 from 
JPL, Caltech unpublished data; TAGS, ref. 69; SiGe (doped Si0.8Ge0.2), ref. 82; and Yb14MnSb11, ref. 45.But tellurium is 7th rarest element on earth !!!



Thermoelectric Generators / Peltier Coolers

Bulk n-Bi2Te3 and p-Sb2Te3 devices

Variations in solder diffusing up legs results in variable module ZT



Micropelt: Microfabricated Bi2Te3 Technology

http://www.micropelt.com/

20 µm Bi2Te3



Micropelt Peltier Coolers for Lasers

http://www.micropelt.com/

Microfabricated Bi2Te3 thermoelectric devices

2 mm chip



Micropelt Bi2Te3 Thermoelectric Energy Harvester

3.4 mm x 3.4 mm thermoelectric chip

http://www.micropelt.com/

ZT ~ 0.7



Cu block
Cold reservoir

Measuring Seebeck Coefficient

Physically heat one side of sample

Thermocouples top and bottom
to measure ΔT

Cold sink on other side of sample

4 terminal electrical measurements

sample

heater

Cu block thermocouple
Th

thermocouple
Tc

Vσ

Iσ

ΔT

Iheater

α and σ easy to measure

Thermal conductivity, κ very difficult to measure



The Uncertainty in Measuring ZT

∆(ZT)
ZT = 2∆α

α + ∆σ
σ + ∆κ

κ + ∆T
T

Total ZT uncertainty can be between 25% to 50%

Measurements are conceptually simple but results vary considerably due
      to thermal gradients in the measurements –> systematic inaccuracies

Many materials with ZT > 1.5 reported 
            but few confirmed by others (!)

No modules demonstrated with such high efficiencies

Due to: measurement uncertainty & complexity 
              of fabricating devices

Δx = uncertainty in x = standard deviation in x



Main Strategies for Optimising ZT

Reducing thermal conductivity faster than electrical conductivity:

e.g. skutterudite structure: filling voids with heavy atoms

Energy filtering:

α = −kB
q

�
Ec−EF
kBT +

R∞
0

(E−Ec)
kBT σ(E)dE

R∞
0 σ(E)dE

�
enhance

Y.I. Ravich et al., Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) 
43, 453 (1971)

Low-dimensional structures:

Increase α by enhanced DOS

Reduce      through phonon scattering on heterointerfacesκ

( )

Make     and σ almost independentκ

α = −π2

3qk2
BT

�
dln(µ(E)g(E))

dE
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E=EF



Length Scales: Mean Free Paths

3D electron mean free path � = vFτm = �
m∗ (3π2n) 1

3
µm∗

q

� = �µ
q (3π2n) 1

3

3D phonon mean free path

Cv = specific heat capacity

Λph = 3κph

Cv�vt�ρ

<vt> = average phonon velocity

ρ = density of phonons

A structure may be 2D or 3D for electrons but 1 D for phonons
(or vice versa!)



Phonon Mean Free Paths

Material Model Specific Heat
(x106 Jm–3K–1)

Group velocity 
(ms–1)

Phonon mean free 
path, Λph (nm)

Si Debye 1.66 6400 40.9

Si Dispersion 0.93 1804 260.4

Ge Debye 1.67 3900 27.5

Ge Dispersion 0.87 1042 198.6

G. Chen, Phys. Rev. B 57, 14958 (1998)



Phonon Wavelengths that Carry Heat
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Greater than 95% of heat conduction in Si / Ge from phonons 
with wavelengths between 1.2 and 3.5 nm 



Phonon Enhancements

Phonon scattering:

Require structures below the phonon mean free path (10s nm)

Phonon Bandgaps:

Require structures with features at the phonon 
wavelength (< 5 nm)

Change the acoustic phonon dispersion –> stationary 
phonons or bandgaps 
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Complex Crystal Structures: Reducing
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Wright discusses how alloying Bi2Te3 with other isoelectronic cations 
and anions does not reduce the electrical conductivity but lowers the 
thermal conductivity28. Alloying the binary tellurides (Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, 
PbTe and GeTe) continues to be an active area of research29–32. Many 
of the recent high-zT thermoelectric materials similarly achieve a 
reduced lattice thermal conductivity through disorder within the 
unit cell. !is disorder is achieved through interstitial sites, partial 
occupancies, or rattling atoms in addition to the disorder inherent in 
the alloying used in the state-of-the-art materials. For example, rare-
earth chalcogenides18 with the !3P4 structure (for example La3–xTe4) 
have a relatively low lattice thermal conductivity (Fig. 2a) presumably 
due to the large number of random vacancies (x in La3–xTe4). As 
phonon scattering by alloying depends on the mass ratio of the alloy 
constituents, it can be expected that random vacancies are ideal 
scattering sites.

!e potential to reduce thermal conductivity through disorder 
within the unit cell is particularly large in structures containing void 
spaces. One class of such materials are clathrates8, which contain 
large cages that are "lled with rattling atoms. Likewise, skutterudites7 
such as CoSb3, contain corner-sharing CoSb6 octahedra, which can 
be viewed as a distorted variant of the ReO3 structure. !ese tilted 
octahedra create void spaces that may be "lled with rattling atoms, as 
shown in Fig. 2c with a blue polyhedron33.

For skutterudites containing elements with low electronegativity 
di#erences such as CoSb3 and IrSb3, there is a high degree of covalent 
bonding, enabling high carrier mobilities and therefore good 
electron-crystal properties. However, this strong bonding and simple 
order leads to high lattice thermal conductivities. !us, the challenge 
with skutterudites has been the reduction of the lattice thermal 
conductivity. Doping CoSb3 to carrier concentrations that optimize 

zT adds enough carriers to substantially reduce thermal conductivity34 
through electron–phonon interactions (Fig. 2b). Further reductions 
can be obtained by alloying either on the transition metal or the 
antimony site.

Filling the large void spaces with rare-earth or other heavy atoms 
further reduces the lattice thermal conductivity35. A clear correlation 
has been found with the size and vibrational motion of the "lling 
atom and the thermal conductivity leading to zT values as high as 1 
(refs 8,13). Partial "lling establishes a random alloy mixture of "lling 
atoms and vacancies enabling e#ective point-defect scattering as 
discussed previously. In addition, the large space for the "lling atom 
in skutterudites and clathrates can establish so$ phonon modes and 
local or ‘rattling’ modes that lower lattice thermal conductivity.

Filling these voids with ions adds additional electrons that 
require compensating cations elsewhere in the structure for charge 
balance, creating an additional source of lattice disorder. For the case 
of CoSb3, Fe2+ frequently is used to substitute Co3+. An additional 
bene"t of this partial "lling is that the free-carrier concentration 
may be tuned by moving the composition slightly o# the charge-
balanced composition. Similar charge-balance arguments apply to 
the clathrates, where "lling requires replacing group 14 (Si, Ge) with 
group 13 (Al, Ga) atoms.

COMPLEX UNIT CELLS

Low thermal conductivity is generally associated with crystals 
containing large, complex unit cells. !e half-Heusler alloys8 have 
a simple, cubic structure with high lattice thermal conductivity 
(Hf0.75Zr0.25NiSb in Fig. 2a) that limits the zT. !us complex crystal 
structures are good places to look for improved materials. A good 
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Figure 2 Complex crystal structures that yield low lattice thermal conductivity. a, Extremely low thermal conductivities are found in the recently identified complex material 
systems (such as Yb14MnSb11, ref. 45; CeFe3CoSb12, ref. 34; Ba8Ga16Ge30, ref. 79; and Zn4Sb3, ref. 80; Ag9TlTe5, ref. 40; and La3–xTe4, Caltech unpublished data) compared with 
most state-of-the-art thermoelectric alloys (Bi2Te3, Caltech unpublished data; PbTe, ref. 81; TAGS, ref. 69; SiGe, ref. 82 or the half-Heusler alloy Hf0.75Zr0.25NiSn, ref. 83). b, The 
high thermal conductivity of CoSb3 is lowered when the electrical conductivity is optimized by doping (doped CoSb3). The thermal conductivity is further lowered by alloying on 
the Co (Ru0.5Pd0.5Sb3) or Sb (FeSb2Te) sites or by filling the void spaces (CeFe3CoSb12) (ref. 34). c, The skutterudite structure is composed of tilted octahedra of CoSb3 creating 
large void spaces shown in blue. d, The room-temperature structure of Zn4Sb3 has a crystalline Sb sublattice (blue) and highly disordered Zn sublattice containing a variety of 
interstitial sites (in polyhedra) along with the primary sites (purple). e, The complexity of the Yb14MnSb11 unit cell is illustrated, with [Sb3]7– trimers, [MnSb4]9– tetrahedra, and 
isolated Sb anions. The Zintl formalism describes these units as covalently bound with electrons donated from the ionic Yb2+ sublattice (yellow).
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Wright discusses how alloying Bi2Te3 with other isoelectronic cations 
and anions does not reduce the electrical conductivity but lowers the 
thermal conductivity28. Alloying the binary tellurides (Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, 
PbTe and GeTe) continues to be an active area of research29–32. Many 
of the recent high-zT thermoelectric materials similarly achieve a 
reduced lattice thermal conductivity through disorder within the 
unit cell. !is disorder is achieved through interstitial sites, partial 
occupancies, or rattling atoms in addition to the disorder inherent in 
the alloying used in the state-of-the-art materials. For example, rare-
earth chalcogenides18 with the !3P4 structure (for example La3–xTe4) 
have a relatively low lattice thermal conductivity (Fig. 2a) presumably 
due to the large number of random vacancies (x in La3–xTe4). As 
phonon scattering by alloying depends on the mass ratio of the alloy 
constituents, it can be expected that random vacancies are ideal 
scattering sites.

!e potential to reduce thermal conductivity through disorder 
within the unit cell is particularly large in structures containing void 
spaces. One class of such materials are clathrates8, which contain 
large cages that are "lled with rattling atoms. Likewise, skutterudites7 
such as CoSb3, contain corner-sharing CoSb6 octahedra, which can 
be viewed as a distorted variant of the ReO3 structure. !ese tilted 
octahedra create void spaces that may be "lled with rattling atoms, as 
shown in Fig. 2c with a blue polyhedron33.

For skutterudites containing elements with low electronegativity 
di#erences such as CoSb3 and IrSb3, there is a high degree of covalent 
bonding, enabling high carrier mobilities and therefore good 
electron-crystal properties. However, this strong bonding and simple 
order leads to high lattice thermal conductivities. !us, the challenge 
with skutterudites has been the reduction of the lattice thermal 
conductivity. Doping CoSb3 to carrier concentrations that optimize 

zT adds enough carriers to substantially reduce thermal conductivity34 
through electron–phonon interactions (Fig. 2b). Further reductions 
can be obtained by alloying either on the transition metal or the 
antimony site.

Filling the large void spaces with rare-earth or other heavy atoms 
further reduces the lattice thermal conductivity35. A clear correlation 
has been found with the size and vibrational motion of the "lling 
atom and the thermal conductivity leading to zT values as high as 1 
(refs 8,13). Partial "lling establishes a random alloy mixture of "lling 
atoms and vacancies enabling e#ective point-defect scattering as 
discussed previously. In addition, the large space for the "lling atom 
in skutterudites and clathrates can establish so$ phonon modes and 
local or ‘rattling’ modes that lower lattice thermal conductivity.

Filling these voids with ions adds additional electrons that 
require compensating cations elsewhere in the structure for charge 
balance, creating an additional source of lattice disorder. For the case 
of CoSb3, Fe2+ frequently is used to substitute Co3+. An additional 
bene"t of this partial "lling is that the free-carrier concentration 
may be tuned by moving the composition slightly o# the charge-
balanced composition. Similar charge-balance arguments apply to 
the clathrates, where "lling requires replacing group 14 (Si, Ge) with 
group 13 (Al, Ga) atoms.

COMPLEX UNIT CELLS

Low thermal conductivity is generally associated with crystals 
containing large, complex unit cells. !e half-Heusler alloys8 have 
a simple, cubic structure with high lattice thermal conductivity 
(Hf0.75Zr0.25NiSb in Fig. 2a) that limits the zT. !us complex crystal 
structures are good places to look for improved materials. A good 
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Figure 2 Complex crystal structures that yield low lattice thermal conductivity. a, Extremely low thermal conductivities are found in the recently identified complex material 
systems (such as Yb14MnSb11, ref. 45; CeFe3CoSb12, ref. 34; Ba8Ga16Ge30, ref. 79; and Zn4Sb3, ref. 80; Ag9TlTe5, ref. 40; and La3–xTe4, Caltech unpublished data) compared with 
most state-of-the-art thermoelectric alloys (Bi2Te3, Caltech unpublished data; PbTe, ref. 81; TAGS, ref. 69; SiGe, ref. 82 or the half-Heusler alloy Hf0.75Zr0.25NiSn, ref. 83). b, The 
high thermal conductivity of CoSb3 is lowered when the electrical conductivity is optimized by doping (doped CoSb3). The thermal conductivity is further lowered by alloying on 
the Co (Ru0.5Pd0.5Sb3) or Sb (FeSb2Te) sites or by filling the void spaces (CeFe3CoSb12) (ref. 34). c, The skutterudite structure is composed of tilted octahedra of CoSb3 creating 
large void spaces shown in blue. d, The room-temperature structure of Zn4Sb3 has a crystalline Sb sublattice (blue) and highly disordered Zn sublattice containing a variety of 
interstitial sites (in polyhedra) along with the primary sites (purple). e, The complexity of the Yb14MnSb11 unit cell is illustrated, with [Sb3]7– trimers, [MnSb4]9– tetrahedra, and 
isolated Sb anions. The Zintl formalism describes these units as covalently bound with electrons donated from the ionic Yb2+ sublattice (yellow).

p-Yb14MnSb11  – ZT ~ 1 @ 900 ˚C

Skutterudite structure: filling voids
with heavy atoms

G.J. Snyder et al., Nat. Mat. 7, 105 (2008)
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example of a complex variant of Bi2Te3 is CsBi4Te6, which has a 
somewhat lower lattice thermal conductivity than Bi2Te3 that has been 
ascribed to the added complexity of the Cs layers and the few Bi–Bi 
bonds in CsBi4Te6 not found in Bi2Te3. !ese Bi–Bi bonds lower the 
bandgap compared with Bi2Te3, dropping the maximum zT of CsBi4Te6 
below room temperature with a maximum zT of 0.8 (refs 8,36). Like 
Bi2Te3, the layering in CsBi4Te6 leads to an anisotropic e"ective mass 
that can improve the Seebeck coe#cient with only minor detriment 
to the mobility8. Many ordered MTe/Bi2Te3-type variants (M = Ge, 
Sn or Pb)37,38 are known, making up a large homologous series of 
compounds39, but to date zT < 0.6  is found in most reports. As many 
of these materials have low lattice thermal conductivities but have not 
yet been doped to appropriate carrier concentrations, much remains 
to be done with complex tellurides.

Low lattice thermal conductivities are also seen in the thallium-
based thermoelectric materials such as Ag9TlTe5 (ref. 40) and Tl9BiTe6 
(ref. 41). Although these materials do have complex unit cells, there is 
clearly something unique about the thallium chemistry that leads to 
low thermal conductivity (0.23 W m–1 K–1 at room temperature40). One 
possible explanation is extremely so$ thallium bonding, which can 
also be observed in the low elastic modulus these materials exhibit.

!e remarkably high zT in Zn4Sb3 arises from the exceptionally 
low, glass-like thermal conductivity (Fig. 2a). In the room-temperature 
phase, about 20% of the Zn atoms are on three crystallographically 
distinct interstitial sites as shown in Fig. 2d. !ese interstitials are 
accompanied by signi%cant local lattice distortions42 and are highly 
dynamic, with Zn di"usion rates almost as high as that of superionic 
conductors43. Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis44 of X-ray 
and neutron di"raction data shows that there is local ordering of 
the Zn interstitials into nanoscale domains. !us, the low thermal 
conductivity of Zn4Sb3 arises from disorder at multiple length scales, 
from high levels of interstitials and corresponding local structural 
distortions and from domains of interstitial ordering. Within the unit 
cell, Zn interstitials create a phonon glass, whereas the more ordered 
Sb framework provides the electron-crystal component.

One common characteristic of nearly all good thermoelectric 
materials is valence balance — charge balance of the chemical valences 
of all atoms. Whether the bonding is ionic or covalent, valence 
balance enables the separation of electron energy bands needed to 
form a bandgap. Complex Zintl compounds have recently emerged as 
a new class of thermoelectrics9 because they can form quite complex 
crystal structures. A Zintl compound contains a valence-balanced 
combination of both ionically and covalently bonded atoms. !e 
mostly ionic cations donate electrons to the covalently bound 
anionic species. !e covalent bonding allows higher mobility of the 
charge-carrier species than that found in purely ionic materials. !e 
combination of the bonding types leads to complex structures with 
the possibility of multiple structural units in the same structure. 
One example is Yb14MnSb11 (refs 45,46), which contains [MnSb4]9– 
tetrahedra, polyatomic [Sb3]7– anions, as well as isolated Sb3– anions 
and Yb2+ cations (Fig. 2e). !is structural complexity, despite the 
crystalline order, enables extremely low lattice thermal conductivity 
(0.4 W m–1 K–1 at room temperature; Fig. 2a). Combined with large 
Seebeck coe#cient and high electrical conductivity, Yb14MnSb11 
results in a zT of ~1.0 at 900 °C. !is zT is nearly twice that of p-type 
SiGe used in NASA spacecra$ and has led to rapid acceptance of 
Yb14MnSb11 into NASA programmes for development of future 
thermoelectric generators. !e complexity of Zintl structures also 
makes them ideal materials for using a substructure approach.

2 µm

2 µm

500 nm
PbTe

Sb2Te3

+

Pb2Sb6Te11

Figure 4 Nanostructured thermoelectrics may be formed by the solid-state partitioning of a precursor phase. The metastable Pb2Sb6Te11 phase (left) will spontaneously 
assemble into lamellae of Sb2Te3 and PbTe (ref. 76; right). These domains are visible with backscattering scanning electron microscopy, with the dark regions corresponding to 
Sb2Te3 and the light regions to PbTe. Electron backscattering diffraction reveals that the lamellae are oriented with coherent interfaces, shown schematically (right).

Figure 3 Substructure approach used to separate the electron-crystal and 
phonon-glass attributes of a thermoelectric. a, NaxCoO2 and b, CaxYb1–xZn2Sb2 
structures both contain ordered layers (polyhedra) separated by disordered cation 
monolayers, creating electron-crystal phonon-glass structures.

NaxCoO2 CaxYb1-xZn2Sb2

G.J. Snyder et al., Nat. Mat. 7, 105 (2008)

Heavy ion / atom layers for phonon scattering

High mobility electron layers for high electrical conductivity

Principle: trying to copy “High Tc” superconductor structures

Only small improvements to ZT observed



AgPb18SbTe20 – Nanoparticle Scattering?

ZT value to this material. The m ! 18 samples
have generally higher electrical conductivity;
optimized systems reach "1850 S/cm at room
temperature and a thermopower of #135 $V/K
(Fig. 3A) (20). The negative value indicates an
n-type semiconductor. When the temperature
rises, the conductivity drops smoothly, as ex-
pected for a degenerate semiconductor, whereas
the thermopower rises steadily in nearly a
straight line, reaching #335 $V/K at 700 K
and a power factor of 28.0 $W/cm!K2. The
power factor observed at 700 K is one of the
highest among known materials and matches
those observed in the PbTe/PbSe superlattices
(12, 15). The total thermal conductivity of
Ag1#xPb18SbTe20 is shown over a wide tem-
perature range (Fig. 3B) and is "2.3 W/m!K at
room temperature (19). The ZT of
Ag1#xPb18SbTe20 calculated with experimen-
tal % and S data measured from 300 to 800 K,
and with & data measured from 300 to 800 K,
reaches a value of 2.1 at 800 K (Fig. 3C).

To what can we attribute the enhanced
thermoelectric properties of AgPbmSbTem'2

systems? The answer may lie in the nature of
the microstructure of these materials at the
nanoscopic level. One explanation could be
the presence of quantum “nanodots” in these

materials, similar to those found in the
PbSe/PbTe MBE–grown thin films. The
AgnPbmSbnTem'2n materials are derived by
isoelectronic substitution of Pb2' ions for
Ag' and Sb3' (or Bi) in the lattice. This
generates local distortions, both structural
and electronic, that are critical in determining
the properties of AgnPbmSbnTem'2n. For ex-
ample, at issue is how the Ag' and Sb3' ions
are distributed in the structure, i.e., homoge-
neously or inhomogeneously. Arguably, one
might expect an inhomogeneous distribution
given the different formal charges of '1/'3
versus '2 arising from Coulombic interac-
tions. A completely homogeneous Ag' and
Sb3' dispersion in the Fm3m lattice would
require the complete separation of the Ag'

and Sb3' pair over long distances, which
could create charge imbalances in the vicinity
of these atoms. Therefore, barring any com-
pensation effects from the Te sublattice, elec-
troneutrality reasons alone require that Ag'

and Sb3' ions be generally found near one
another ((5 to 6 Å). Given the relatively
high concentrations of Ag'-Sb3' in the
AgPb18SbTe20 ((10 mol%), these essential-
ly Coulombic factors could act to favor com-
positional modulations in the crystal that
arise from regions of high Ag/Sb and high Pb
concentration. Preliminary evidence for this
comes from high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images that indi-
cate inhomogeneities in the microstructure of
these materials, showing nanocrystals of a
Ag-Sb–rich phase embedded in a PbTe ma-
trix (Fig. 4). A very small region of the
sample is indeed Ag-Sb–rich and is surround-
ed by a PbTe-rich matrix. In other specimens,
such as AgPb10SbTe12, different composi-
tional modulations were observed that
changed in size and shape under different
preparation conditions. More detailed TEM
studies as well as band structure and

Monte Carlo Coulomb calculations in the
AgnPbmSbnTem'2n class of materials are in
progress, to explore the role of the Ag/Sb
distribution and its general dispersing tenden-
cies in the cubic lattice (21).

The AgnPbmSbnTem'2n materials may
find potential applications in thermoelectric
power generation from heat sources: for ex-
ample, vehicle exhaust, coal-burning installa-
tions, electric power utilities, etc. With an
average ZT of 2, a hot source of 900 K, and a
temperature difference across 500 K, a con-
version efficiency of more than 18% may be
achieved (22). Additional amplification in ZT
should be possible with further exploration of
doping agents and n/m values. We have al-
ready observed substantially lower thermal
conductivities (as much as 40 to 50% lower)
in other AgnPbmSbnTem'2n members that
could further enhance ZT values.
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Fig. 3. Variable-temperature charge transport
and thermal transport data for AgPb18SbTe20:
(A) Electrical conductivity (%) and ther-
mopower (S). (B) Total thermal conductivity
(&) in the range 300 to 800 K. The data were
obtained as described in (19). (C) Ther-
moelectric figure of merit, ZT, as a function
of temperature.

Fig. 4. (A) TEM image of a AgPb18SbTe20 sample showing a nano-sized region (a “nanodot”
shown in the enclosed area) of the crystal structure that is Ag-Sb–rich in composition. The
surrounding structure, which is epitaxially related to this feature, is Ag-Sb–poor in composition
with a unit cell parameter of 6.44 Å, close to that of PbTe. (B) Compositional modulations over
an extended region of a AgPb10SbTe12 specimen. The spacing between the bands is "20 to 30
nm. In essence, the observed compositional modulation is conceptually akin to the one found
in the artificial PbSe/PbTe superlattices (15). In the latter, the compositional modulation exists
at least along the stacking direction.
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ZT value to this material. The m ! 18 samples
have generally higher electrical conductivity;
optimized systems reach "1850 S/cm at room
temperature and a thermopower of #135 $V/K
(Fig. 3A) (20). The negative value indicates an
n-type semiconductor. When the temperature
rises, the conductivity drops smoothly, as ex-
pected for a degenerate semiconductor, whereas
the thermopower rises steadily in nearly a
straight line, reaching #335 $V/K at 700 K
and a power factor of 28.0 $W/cm!K2. The
power factor observed at 700 K is one of the
highest among known materials and matches
those observed in the PbTe/PbSe superlattices
(12, 15). The total thermal conductivity of
Ag1#xPb18SbTe20 is shown over a wide tem-
perature range (Fig. 3B) and is "2.3 W/m!K at
room temperature (19). The ZT of
Ag1#xPb18SbTe20 calculated with experimen-
tal % and S data measured from 300 to 800 K,
and with & data measured from 300 to 800 K,
reaches a value of 2.1 at 800 K (Fig. 3C).

To what can we attribute the enhanced
thermoelectric properties of AgPbmSbTem'2

systems? The answer may lie in the nature of
the microstructure of these materials at the
nanoscopic level. One explanation could be
the presence of quantum “nanodots” in these

materials, similar to those found in the
PbSe/PbTe MBE–grown thin films. The
AgnPbmSbnTem'2n materials are derived by
isoelectronic substitution of Pb2' ions for
Ag' and Sb3' (or Bi) in the lattice. This
generates local distortions, both structural
and electronic, that are critical in determining
the properties of AgnPbmSbnTem'2n. For ex-
ample, at issue is how the Ag' and Sb3' ions
are distributed in the structure, i.e., homoge-
neously or inhomogeneously. Arguably, one
might expect an inhomogeneous distribution
given the different formal charges of '1/'3
versus '2 arising from Coulombic interac-
tions. A completely homogeneous Ag' and
Sb3' dispersion in the Fm3m lattice would
require the complete separation of the Ag'

and Sb3' pair over long distances, which
could create charge imbalances in the vicinity
of these atoms. Therefore, barring any com-
pensation effects from the Te sublattice, elec-
troneutrality reasons alone require that Ag'

and Sb3' ions be generally found near one
another ((5 to 6 Å). Given the relatively
high concentrations of Ag'-Sb3' in the
AgPb18SbTe20 ((10 mol%), these essential-
ly Coulombic factors could act to favor com-
positional modulations in the crystal that
arise from regions of high Ag/Sb and high Pb
concentration. Preliminary evidence for this
comes from high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images that indi-
cate inhomogeneities in the microstructure of
these materials, showing nanocrystals of a
Ag-Sb–rich phase embedded in a PbTe ma-
trix (Fig. 4). A very small region of the
sample is indeed Ag-Sb–rich and is surround-
ed by a PbTe-rich matrix. In other specimens,
such as AgPb10SbTe12, different composi-
tional modulations were observed that
changed in size and shape under different
preparation conditions. More detailed TEM
studies as well as band structure and

Monte Carlo Coulomb calculations in the
AgnPbmSbnTem'2n class of materials are in
progress, to explore the role of the Ag/Sb
distribution and its general dispersing tenden-
cies in the cubic lattice (21).

The AgnPbmSbnTem'2n materials may
find potential applications in thermoelectric
power generation from heat sources: for ex-
ample, vehicle exhaust, coal-burning installa-
tions, electric power utilities, etc. With an
average ZT of 2, a hot source of 900 K, and a
temperature difference across 500 K, a con-
version efficiency of more than 18% may be
achieved (22). Additional amplification in ZT
should be possible with further exploration of
doping agents and n/m values. We have al-
ready observed substantially lower thermal
conductivities (as much as 40 to 50% lower)
in other AgnPbmSbnTem'2n members that
could further enhance ZT values.
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Fig. 3. Variable-temperature charge transport
and thermal transport data for AgPb18SbTe20:
(A) Electrical conductivity (%) and ther-
mopower (S). (B) Total thermal conductivity
(&) in the range 300 to 800 K. The data were
obtained as described in (19). (C) Ther-
moelectric figure of merit, ZT, as a function
of temperature.

Fig. 4. (A) TEM image of a AgPb18SbTe20 sample showing a nano-sized region (a “nanodot”
shown in the enclosed area) of the crystal structure that is Ag-Sb–rich in composition. The
surrounding structure, which is epitaxially related to this feature, is Ag-Sb–poor in composition
with a unit cell parameter of 6.44 Å, close to that of PbTe. (B) Compositional modulations over
an extended region of a AgPb10SbTe12 specimen. The spacing between the bands is "20 to 30
nm. In essence, the observed compositional modulation is conceptually akin to the one found
in the artificial PbSe/PbTe superlattices (15). In the latter, the compositional modulation exists
at least along the stacking direction.
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taneously (surrounded by the higher band gap
matrix material PbTe). The resulting samples
possess a ZT of !2 at elevated temperatures
(about 500 to 700 K) (15). Nevertheless, be-
cause the vast majority of applications require
materials in large quantities, it would therefore
be desirable to have compositions that could
generate similar ZT values in a bulk material.

Our approach in developing high-
performance bulk thermoelectric materials has
focused on compounds with low-dimensional
structures to take advantage of the large anisot-
ropy in carrier effective masses associated with
such systems. Along these lines, CsBi4Te6 has
been identified as a material showing a ZT of
0.8 at 225 K (16), which is 40% greater than
that of the Bi2"xSbxTe3"ySey alloys. We report
on a family of bulk cubic compounds with
complex composition and general formula
AgnPbmMnTem#2n (M $ Sb,Bi), which com-
bine a set of desirable features, e.g., isotropic
morphology, high crystal symmetry, low ther-
mal conductivity, and ability to control the car-
rier concentration. We demonstrate that mem-
bers of this family can be optimized to produce
high ZT values (!2) at elevated temperatures.

The AgnPbmSbnTem#2n compounds pos-
sess an average NaCl structure (Fm3m sym-
metry); the metals Ag, Pb, and Bi are disor-
dered in the structure on the Na sites, whereas
the chalcogen atoms occupy the Cl sites (Fig.
1A). The formula is charge-balanced because
the average charge on the metal ions is 2#
and on the chalcogen ions it is 2". The
AgnPbmBinTem#2n formulation can generate
a large number of compositions by “dialing”
m and n, allowing considerable potential for
property control. We find that several mem-
bers of this family are capable of achieving
higher power factors and high ZT values at
high temperatures suitable for high-efficiency
heat–to–electrical energy conversion applica-
tions. A series of AgPbmSbTe2#m (n $ 1)
samples were prepared in which the lattice
parameters vary smoothly with m. The x-ray
diffraction pattern and unit cell parameter
variation for several members of the series
are shown (Fig. 1, B and C).

Ingots with the composition AgPb10SbTe12

(17) show an electrical conductivity of %520
S/cm and thermopower (i.e., Seebeck coeffi-
cient) of "154 &V/K at room temperature, re-
sulting in a power factor of 12.3 &W/cm!K2.
This value is larger than that of other candidate
materials like K2Bi8Se13, which has a power
factor of 10.0 &W/cm!K2 (18). A further en-

hancement in the power factor is observed when
we depart from the ideal stoichiometry
Ag1"xPb10Sb(Bi)Te12, with a room-temperature
value of 17.0 &W/cm!K2. This enhancement is
achieved mainly through an increase in conduc-
tivity to 740 S/cm without a noticeable loss in
the Seebeck coefficient. From the temperature
dependence of electrical conductivity and ther-
mopower of such a sample over a wide temper-
ature range (Fig. 2A), the conductivity decreases
with rising temperature, consistent with a degen-
erate semiconductor. At 700 K, the electrical
conductivity is 135 S/cm and the thermopower
"290 &V/K, giving a power factor of 11.4 &W/
cm!K2. Thermal conductivity measurements for
bulk Ag1"xPb10Sb(Bi)Te12 (Fig. 2B) revealed a
low value of 1.30 W/m!K at 300 K. This is lower
than that of bulk PbTe and comparable to that of
Bi2Te3. The thermal conductivity above 300 K
was obtained with a different experimental
method (flash diffusivity/specific heat) (19). We
obtained the ZT dependence on temperature and
found that it reaches 1 at 700 K (Fig. 2C). Given
the rising trend, we expect an even higher value
(!1.3) at 900 K.

When n $ 1 and m $ 18, the composition
is AgPb18SbTe20. These samples also possess

an average cubic Fm3m symmetry and an op-
tical band gap of 0.26 eV (fig. S1). Again, here
the properties of AgPb18SbTe20 are promising
but not exceptional, yet a departure from stoi-
chiometry to give Ag1"xPb18SbTe20 results in a
large jump in the power factor to impart a high
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Fig. 1. (A) Average ideal Fm3m crystal structure
of AgPbmMTe2#m (M $ Sb, Bi) series. (B) X-ray
diffraction pattern (Cu K' radiation) of
AgPb10SbTe12. (C) Lattice parameter variation of
AgPbmSbTe2#m as a function ofm. The elemental
formulae reported in the paper are nominal, but
they have been confirmed with microprobe
energy-dispersive spectroscopic analysis.

Fig. 2. Variable-temperature charge transport
and thermal transport data for AgPb10SbTe12:
(A) Electrical conductivity (() and ther-
mopower (S). (B) Total thermal conductivity ())
in the range 6 to 700 K. (C) ZT as a function of
temperature. Thermal conductivity and See-
beck coefficient were determined with a longi-
tudinal steady-state method over the temper-
ature range 4 to 300 K. Samples were attached
(using either a low–melting point solder or
silver-loaded epoxy) to the cold tip of the
cryostat, while the other end of the sample was
provided with a small strain-gauge resistor
(thin film), which serves as a heater. The tem-
perature difference across the sample was mea-
sured with a differential Chromel-Constantan
thermocouple. All three measurements were
made simultaneously in the same sample. The
samples were cut in about 3 mm by 3 mm by
5 mm dimensions. There was inevitable radiation
loss during the thermal conductivity measure-
ments at high temperatures, and therefore the
data were corrected based on the T 3 law (24).
The Seebeck voltage was measured with thin
copper wire, the thermopower of which was cal-
ibrated against a high-TC superconductor up to
134 K. The uncertainty in the electrical conduc-
tivity and Seebeck measurements is better than
*4%, whereas for the total thermal conductivity
it is less than*10%. In the region 300 to 800 K,
the electrical conductivity and thermoelectric
power data were collected in a high-tempera-
ture measurement system (25).
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K.F. Hsu et al., Science 303, 818 (2004)

α = –335 µVK–1

σ = 30,000 S/m
   = 1.1 Wm–1K–1

at 700 K
κ
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Seebeck Enhancement at Low Dimensions
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Thermoelectric Low Dimensional Structures
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Low Dimensional Structures: 2D Superlattices

L.D. Hicks and M.S. Dresselhaus, Phys. Rev. B 47, 12737 (1993)

Use of transport along superlattice
       quantum wells

Higher α from the higher density of states 

Lower        from phonon scattering at heterointerfacesκph

Higher electron mobility in quantum well –> higher σ

Disadvantage: higher         with higher σ (but 
layered structure can reduce this effect)

κel

Overall Z and ZT should increase
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TE Whall and EHC Parker, 1987



2D Bi2Te3 Superlattices

EF2D = EF3D − �2π2
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Both doping and quantum well width, a 
can now be used to engineer ZT

E

z

Ec

a0

ZT for 3D Bi2Te3

mz = 0.32 m0

mx = 0.021 m0

my = 0.081 m0

µa0 =  0.12 m2V–1s–1

 = 1.5 Wm–1K–1κph

L.D. Hicks and M.S. Dresselhaus, Phys. Rev. B 47, 12737 (1993)



p-Bi2Te3 / Sb2Te3 Superlattices
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3/3 nm, 1/5 nm, 2/4 nm Bi2Te3 / Sb2Te3 periods almost identical      κph

κphBi2Te3

R. Venkatasubramanium Phys. Rev. B 61, 3091 (2000)

= 1.05 Wm–1K–1



p-Bi2Te3 / Sb2Te3 Superlattices
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1 nm: 5 nm p-Bi2Te3 QW / Sb2Te3 barrier superlattices

R. Venkatasubramanian et al., Nature 413, 597 (2001)

Bulk Bi2Te3 ZT ~ 0.8
Superlattice ZT = 2.6

=> Phonon blocking

Λph= 3 nm� = 11.4 nm
kphΛ ~ 0.5kel� ~ 7.6

Electrons Phonons

µ = 383 cm2V–1s–1

l = 11.4 nm Λph = 3 nm

kell ~ 7.6 kphΛ ~ 0.5

Thermal conductivity reduced more than electrical conductivity



Si/Ge Superlattice Reduced Thermal Conductivity

S. Chakraborty et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 83, 4184 (2003)

Si0.5Ge0.5 buffer



Thermal Conductivity Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 Superlattices

The more heterointerfaces,
the lower the thermal conductivity

S. Huxtable et al., Appl. Phys. Lett.  80, 1737 (2002)

Physically: more heterointerfaces –> more phonon scattering



Modulation-Doping

Concept: Separate the electrons from the dopants which donate 
them to Ec –> reduce Coulombic scattering –> increase mobility
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µ in Modulation-Doped Quantum Wells

doped n-GaAs
doped n-InP

For high densities, 2DEG mobility is significantly higher 
than bulk material

σ = nsqµ

x3

x4



Electrical Measurements: Hall Measurements

Vxx

I
L

W

σ = IW
VxxL

If L > 3W then Δσ < 10–3

Vxy

B

Application of magnetic field, B gives
carrier density and mobility through Vxy measurement



Electrical Conductivity vs QW Width
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Electrical Conductivity vs Dislocation Density
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FIG. 4: 
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 J.R. Watling & D.J. Paul, J. Appl. Phys. 110, 114508 (2011)

experiment



Critical Thickness for Pseudomorphic Layers

aSiGe
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TEM of SiGe Strain Relaxation Buffer

Graded
SiGe

Si0.8Ge0.2

Si (100) substrate
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Modulation Doped Si/SiGe

TEM & XRD characterisation of first 2D modulation-
doped superlattice designs

p-type 2D superlattice
2D superlattice

QW

modulation doping

Threading dislocation densities from 108 to 109 cm–2

transport



TEM-characterisation

200 nm

buffer SL

DF STEM:
sample 8569 B6

Threading dislocations penetrating from the buffer to 
the superlattice

Threading dislocation density ~3x109 cm–2

Intermediate layer not able to stop the dislocations to 
cross the interface from buffer to SL –> new design



Measuring Seebeck and Thermal Conductivity

Cu block
Cold reservoir

sample

heater

Cu block thermocouple
Th

thermocouple
Tc

Vσ

Iσ

ΔT

Iheater

thermometers
heaters

Si Si

Seebeck coefficient, α = dV
dT

Q = −κATc−Th
L



Free Standing Hallbars

thermometers
heaters

Si Si

Free standing
Hallbar

Heater

Heater

thermometer

electrical
contacts



8579 lateral structure suspended membranes

Suspended Hallbar

High electrical conductivity of σ = 79,000 ± 3000 S/m at 300 K



Scanning Thermal Microscopy

340 K

390 K

Electrically 
isolated Au 
spot: 
isothermal 
with resistor

P. S. Dobson, et al., Rev. Sci. Inst. 76, 054901 (2006)



Seebeck Measurements Compared

α = 540 ± 2 µV / K at 300 K

Calibrated thermometers and thermal AFM agree within 0.1%

Temperature Difference (K)



Seebeck Coefficient versus Dislocation Density
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FIG. 3: 
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J.R. Watling & D.J. Paul, J. Appl. Phys. 110, 114508 (2011)
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3ω Thermal Conductivity Measurements

T ~ I2 ~ 2ω

I ~ ω

R ~ T ~ 2ω

V = IR ~ 3ω

V
I0 sin(ωt)

AC current of frequency ω will produce Joule heating = I2R
             at frequency 2ω

Measured voltage, V = IR will have both an ω and 3ω
             component

V = IR = I0eiωt
�
R0 + δR

δT∆T
�

V = I0eiωt(R0+C0e
i2ωt)



Differential 3 Omega
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Frequency, Hz

1.27 W/mK

0.17 W/mK

α = 280 µV/K

σ = 79,000 S/m

κ = 0.17 W/mK

=> ZT = 10.9 !!

BUT is the 3ω technique 
valid for superlattices?

NO: lines should be parallel



Hall Bar system Broken Hall Bar system 

Brake the heat conduction along to Hallbar to evaluate heat flux
          between the thermometers

Eliminate the contribution of spurious path along supporting arms  

SiO2, Si, SiGe supporting structure taken in account numerically  

Thermal AFM measurements to confirm results 

Heat Flux Measurement



X
-

Evaluation of the heat flux that is physically transported in the structure

Thermal Conductivity Measurement

κ = 22 ± 3 Wm–1K–1

ZT = 0.085 ± 0.020



Thermal Conductivity vs QW Width
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Experiment versus Theory

300 K Modelling for 9 nm QWholes

electrons

Experiment

J.R. Watling & D.J. Paul, J. Appl. Phys. 110, 114508 (2011)



2D, 1D and 0D structures

Characterising 1D
10 nm Si nanowires

Investigating periodic
and random 0D Ge QDs

TEM & XRD characterisation of 
2D superlattice designs



1D Nanowires

A.I. Boukai et al., Nature 451, 168 (2007)

Information. The platform permits four-point measurements of the
electrical conductivity of the nanowires, Joule heating to establish a
thermal gradient across the nanowires, and four-point thermometry
to quantify that gradient10,14. The resistance of the four-point
thermometry electrodes is typically two orders of magnitude smaller
than the resistance of the nanowires. The measurement platform is
suspended in vacuum to allow measurement of nanowire thermal
conductivity15,16. For all measurements, the Si nanowires could be
selectively removed using a XeF2 etch, thus allowing for measure-
ments of the contributions to s, S and k from the platform and oxide
substrate.

There are several ways to prepare Si nanowires, includingmaterials
methods for bulk production17.Wewanted Si nanowires in which the
dimensions, impurity doping levels, crystallographic nature, and so
on, were all quantifiable and precisely controlled.We used the super-
lattice nanowire pattern transfer (SNAP) method18, which translates
the atomic control over the layer thickness of a superlattice into
control over the width and spacing of nanowires. Si nanowires made
via SNAP inherit their impurity dopant concentrations directly from
the single-crystal Si epilayers of the silicon-on-insulator substrates
from which they are fabricated19. These epilayers were 20- or 35-nm-
thick Si(100) films on 150 nm of SiO2, and were p-type impurity
(boron) doped using diffusion-based doping19. Four-point probe
conductivity measurements of the silicon-on-insulator films were
used to extract dopant concentrations. We prepared nanowire arrays
several micrometres long, with lateral width3 thickness dimensions
of 10 nm3 20 nm, 20 nm3 20 nm and 520 nm3 35 nm. The last
approximates the bulk and, in fact, measurements on the sample
obtained bulk values for S, s and k. Measurements of k for our
nanowires were consistent with literature values for materials grown
(round) Si nanowires16.

All values of S, s and k reported here are normalized to individual
nanowires, although each experiment used a known number of
nanowires ranging from 10 to 400. The Si microwires and nanowires
were prepared using the same substrates, dopingmethods, and so on,
but different patterning methods (electron-beam lithography versus
SNAP).

Measurements of k and S2 for Si nanowires (and microwires) for
different nanowire sizes and doping levels are presented in Fig. 2.
More complete data sets, electrical conductivity data and a statistical
analysis are presented in the Supplementary Information. The nano-
wire electrical conductivity is between 10 and 90% of the bulk,
depending on nanowire dimensions. A reduced s probably arises
from surface scattering of charge carriers19. Nevertheless, all nano-
wires are highly doped and most exhibit metallic-like conductivity
(increasing s with decreasing T).

The temperature dependence of k for a microwire and 10- and
20-nm-wide nanowires were recorded atmodest statistical resolution
to establish trends. This data indicated that k drops sharply with
shrinking nanowire cross-section (Fig. 2a) and that the 10-nm-wide
nanowires exhibited a k value (0.7660.15Wm21 K21) that was
below the theoretical limit of 0.99Wm21 K21 for bulk Si (ref. 20).
Thus, very large data sets were collected for 10- and 20-nm-wide
nanowires to allow for a more precise determination of k.

Our observed high ZT for Si nanowires (Fig. 3) occurs because k is
sharply reduced and the phonon drag component of the thermo-
power Sph becomes large. Below, we show that Sph increases because
of a three-dimensional to one-dimensional crossover of the phonons
participating in phonon drag and decreasing k. However, we first
discuss why our measured k at 300 K for 10-nm-wide Si nanowires is
less than kmin (ref. 20).

The derivation of kmin assumes that the minimum path length of
wavelength l phonons is l/2 and that the phonons are described by
theDebyemodel using bulk sound speeds with no opticalmodes. The
l/2 value is an order-of-magnitude estimate and is difficult to deter-
mine precisely, much like theminimum electronmean free path used
to calculate the Mott–Ioffe–Regel smin. Also, kmin is proportional to
the transverse and longitudinal acoustic speeds of sound20. These are
reduced in our nanowires at long wavelengths because the modes
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Figure 2 | Factors contributing to ZT for various Si nanowires. All
nanowires are 20nm in height. a, The temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity k, presented as kbulk/knanowire to highlight the
improvement that the reduction of k in nanowires lends to ZT. kbulk values,
which are slightly below the true bulk value for Si, are taken from an
identically measured 520 nm3 35 nm-sized film. The inset scanning
electron microscope micrographs show the region of the device containing
the nanowires before (top) and after (bottom) the XeF2 etch to remove the

nanowires. b, The temperature dependence of S2 for 20-nm-wide Si
nanowires at various p-type doping concentrations (indicated on the graph).
Note that the most highly doped nanowires (pink line) yield a thermopower
similar to that of bulk Si doped at a lower level. For nanowires doped at
slightly higher and slightly lower concentrations than the bulk, S peaks near
200K. This is a consequence of the one-dimensional nature of the Si
nanowires.
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Figure 3 | Temperature dependence of ZT for two different groups of
nanowires. The cross-sectional area of the nanowires, and the p-type doping
level, are given. The 20-nm-wide nanowires have a thermopower that is
dominated by phonon contributions, and a ZT value ,1 is achieved near
200K. The smaller (10-nm-wide) nanowires have a thermopower that is
dominated by electronic contributions. The ZT at 350K is calculated using
the thermal conductivity value for the 10-nm-wide nanowires at 300K. The
error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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1D Silicon Nanowires
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Information. The platform permits four-point measurements of the
electrical conductivity of the nanowires, Joule heating to establish a
thermal gradient across the nanowires, and four-point thermometry
to quantify that gradient10,14. The resistance of the four-point
thermometry electrodes is typically two orders of magnitude smaller
than the resistance of the nanowires. The measurement platform is
suspended in vacuum to allow measurement of nanowire thermal
conductivity15,16. For all measurements, the Si nanowires could be
selectively removed using a XeF2 etch, thus allowing for measure-
ments of the contributions to s, S and k from the platform and oxide
substrate.

There are several ways to prepare Si nanowires, includingmaterials
methods for bulk production17.Wewanted Si nanowires in which the
dimensions, impurity doping levels, crystallographic nature, and so
on, were all quantifiable and precisely controlled.We used the super-
lattice nanowire pattern transfer (SNAP) method18, which translates
the atomic control over the layer thickness of a superlattice into
control over the width and spacing of nanowires. Si nanowires made
via SNAP inherit their impurity dopant concentrations directly from
the single-crystal Si epilayers of the silicon-on-insulator substrates
from which they are fabricated19. These epilayers were 20- or 35-nm-
thick Si(100) films on 150 nm of SiO2, and were p-type impurity
(boron) doped using diffusion-based doping19. Four-point probe
conductivity measurements of the silicon-on-insulator films were
used to extract dopant concentrations. We prepared nanowire arrays
several micrometres long, with lateral width3 thickness dimensions
of 10 nm3 20 nm, 20 nm3 20 nm and 520 nm3 35 nm. The last
approximates the bulk and, in fact, measurements on the sample
obtained bulk values for S, s and k. Measurements of k for our
nanowires were consistent with literature values for materials grown
(round) Si nanowires16.

All values of S, s and k reported here are normalized to individual
nanowires, although each experiment used a known number of
nanowires ranging from 10 to 400. The Si microwires and nanowires
were prepared using the same substrates, dopingmethods, and so on,
but different patterning methods (electron-beam lithography versus
SNAP).

Measurements of k and S2 for Si nanowires (and microwires) for
different nanowire sizes and doping levels are presented in Fig. 2.
More complete data sets, electrical conductivity data and a statistical
analysis are presented in the Supplementary Information. The nano-
wire electrical conductivity is between 10 and 90% of the bulk,
depending on nanowire dimensions. A reduced s probably arises
from surface scattering of charge carriers19. Nevertheless, all nano-
wires are highly doped and most exhibit metallic-like conductivity
(increasing s with decreasing T).

The temperature dependence of k for a microwire and 10- and
20-nm-wide nanowires were recorded atmodest statistical resolution
to establish trends. This data indicated that k drops sharply with
shrinking nanowire cross-section (Fig. 2a) and that the 10-nm-wide
nanowires exhibited a k value (0.7660.15Wm21 K21) that was
below the theoretical limit of 0.99Wm21 K21 for bulk Si (ref. 20).
Thus, very large data sets were collected for 10- and 20-nm-wide
nanowires to allow for a more precise determination of k.

Our observed high ZT for Si nanowires (Fig. 3) occurs because k is
sharply reduced and the phonon drag component of the thermo-
power Sph becomes large. Below, we show that Sph increases because
of a three-dimensional to one-dimensional crossover of the phonons
participating in phonon drag and decreasing k. However, we first
discuss why our measured k at 300 K for 10-nm-wide Si nanowires is
less than kmin (ref. 20).

The derivation of kmin assumes that the minimum path length of
wavelength l phonons is l/2 and that the phonons are described by
theDebyemodel using bulk sound speeds with no opticalmodes. The
l/2 value is an order-of-magnitude estimate and is difficult to deter-
mine precisely, much like theminimum electronmean free path used
to calculate the Mott–Ioffe–Regel smin. Also, kmin is proportional to
the transverse and longitudinal acoustic speeds of sound20. These are
reduced in our nanowires at long wavelengths because the modes
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Figure 2 | Factors contributing to ZT for various Si nanowires. All
nanowires are 20nm in height. a, The temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity k, presented as kbulk/knanowire to highlight the
improvement that the reduction of k in nanowires lends to ZT. kbulk values,
which are slightly below the true bulk value for Si, are taken from an
identically measured 520 nm3 35 nm-sized film. The inset scanning
electron microscope micrographs show the region of the device containing
the nanowires before (top) and after (bottom) the XeF2 etch to remove the

nanowires. b, The temperature dependence of S2 for 20-nm-wide Si
nanowires at various p-type doping concentrations (indicated on the graph).
Note that the most highly doped nanowires (pink line) yield a thermopower
similar to that of bulk Si doped at a lower level. For nanowires doped at
slightly higher and slightly lower concentrations than the bulk, S peaks near
200K. This is a consequence of the one-dimensional nature of the Si
nanowires.
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Figure 3 | Temperature dependence of ZT for two different groups of
nanowires. The cross-sectional area of the nanowires, and the p-type doping
level, are given. The 20-nm-wide nanowires have a thermopower that is
dominated by phonon contributions, and a ZT value ,1 is achieved near
200K. The smaller (10-nm-wide) nanowires have a thermopower that is
dominated by electronic contributions. The ZT at 350K is calculated using
the thermal conductivity value for the 10-nm-wide nanowires at 300K. The
error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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Information. The platform permits four-point measurements of the
electrical conductivity of the nanowires, Joule heating to establish a
thermal gradient across the nanowires, and four-point thermometry
to quantify that gradient10,14. The resistance of the four-point
thermometry electrodes is typically two orders of magnitude smaller
than the resistance of the nanowires. The measurement platform is
suspended in vacuum to allow measurement of nanowire thermal
conductivity15,16. For all measurements, the Si nanowires could be
selectively removed using a XeF2 etch, thus allowing for measure-
ments of the contributions to s, S and k from the platform and oxide
substrate.

There are several ways to prepare Si nanowires, includingmaterials
methods for bulk production17.Wewanted Si nanowires in which the
dimensions, impurity doping levels, crystallographic nature, and so
on, were all quantifiable and precisely controlled.We used the super-
lattice nanowire pattern transfer (SNAP) method18, which translates
the atomic control over the layer thickness of a superlattice into
control over the width and spacing of nanowires. Si nanowires made
via SNAP inherit their impurity dopant concentrations directly from
the single-crystal Si epilayers of the silicon-on-insulator substrates
from which they are fabricated19. These epilayers were 20- or 35-nm-
thick Si(100) films on 150 nm of SiO2, and were p-type impurity
(boron) doped using diffusion-based doping19. Four-point probe
conductivity measurements of the silicon-on-insulator films were
used to extract dopant concentrations. We prepared nanowire arrays
several micrometres long, with lateral width3 thickness dimensions
of 10 nm3 20 nm, 20 nm3 20 nm and 520 nm3 35 nm. The last
approximates the bulk and, in fact, measurements on the sample
obtained bulk values for S, s and k. Measurements of k for our
nanowires were consistent with literature values for materials grown
(round) Si nanowires16.

All values of S, s and k reported here are normalized to individual
nanowires, although each experiment used a known number of
nanowires ranging from 10 to 400. The Si microwires and nanowires
were prepared using the same substrates, dopingmethods, and so on,
but different patterning methods (electron-beam lithography versus
SNAP).

Measurements of k and S2 for Si nanowires (and microwires) for
different nanowire sizes and doping levels are presented in Fig. 2.
More complete data sets, electrical conductivity data and a statistical
analysis are presented in the Supplementary Information. The nano-
wire electrical conductivity is between 10 and 90% of the bulk,
depending on nanowire dimensions. A reduced s probably arises
from surface scattering of charge carriers19. Nevertheless, all nano-
wires are highly doped and most exhibit metallic-like conductivity
(increasing s with decreasing T).

The temperature dependence of k for a microwire and 10- and
20-nm-wide nanowires were recorded atmodest statistical resolution
to establish trends. This data indicated that k drops sharply with
shrinking nanowire cross-section (Fig. 2a) and that the 10-nm-wide
nanowires exhibited a k value (0.7660.15Wm21 K21) that was
below the theoretical limit of 0.99Wm21 K21 for bulk Si (ref. 20).
Thus, very large data sets were collected for 10- and 20-nm-wide
nanowires to allow for a more precise determination of k.

Our observed high ZT for Si nanowires (Fig. 3) occurs because k is
sharply reduced and the phonon drag component of the thermo-
power Sph becomes large. Below, we show that Sph increases because
of a three-dimensional to one-dimensional crossover of the phonons
participating in phonon drag and decreasing k. However, we first
discuss why our measured k at 300 K for 10-nm-wide Si nanowires is
less than kmin (ref. 20).

The derivation of kmin assumes that the minimum path length of
wavelength l phonons is l/2 and that the phonons are described by
theDebyemodel using bulk sound speeds with no opticalmodes. The
l/2 value is an order-of-magnitude estimate and is difficult to deter-
mine precisely, much like theminimum electronmean free path used
to calculate the Mott–Ioffe–Regel smin. Also, kmin is proportional to
the transverse and longitudinal acoustic speeds of sound20. These are
reduced in our nanowires at long wavelengths because the modes
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Figure 2 | Factors contributing to ZT for various Si nanowires. All
nanowires are 20nm in height. a, The temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity k, presented as kbulk/knanowire to highlight the
improvement that the reduction of k in nanowires lends to ZT. kbulk values,
which are slightly below the true bulk value for Si, are taken from an
identically measured 520 nm3 35 nm-sized film. The inset scanning
electron microscope micrographs show the region of the device containing
the nanowires before (top) and after (bottom) the XeF2 etch to remove the

nanowires. b, The temperature dependence of S2 for 20-nm-wide Si
nanowires at various p-type doping concentrations (indicated on the graph).
Note that the most highly doped nanowires (pink line) yield a thermopower
similar to that of bulk Si doped at a lower level. For nanowires doped at
slightly higher and slightly lower concentrations than the bulk, S peaks near
200K. This is a consequence of the one-dimensional nature of the Si
nanowires.
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Figure 3 | Temperature dependence of ZT for two different groups of
nanowires. The cross-sectional area of the nanowires, and the p-type doping
level, are given. The 20-nm-wide nanowires have a thermopower that is
dominated by phonon contributions, and a ZT value ,1 is achieved near
200K. The smaller (10-nm-wide) nanowires have a thermopower that is
dominated by electronic contributions. The ZT at 350K is calculated using
the thermal conductivity value for the 10-nm-wide nanowires at 300K. The
error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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Higher α from the higher DOS, g(E)
α2

α increased by ~ 2

ZT increased by factor 600

reduced by factor ~150κ

Thermal conductivity reduced 
more than electrical conductivity

Fill factor / generation density low



Free Standing 1D Nanowires

With heaters, electrical contacts and thermometers



Maximum Output Power

Pmax = 1
2FNA

L ∆T2α2σ

n p p pn nl

lc

lc

hot side electrical insulator, TH

cold side electrical insulator, Tc

metal

metal metal

metal

metal

metal

metal

L

F = fabrication factor

N = number of modules

A = module leg area
L = module leg length

= perfect system – Rcontact – Rseries – Lost heat

Practical systems: both electrical and thermal 
impedance matching is required

Qincident Qreflected

D.M. Rowe (Ed.), ‘Thermoelectrics Handbook: Macro to Nano’ CRC Taylor and Francis (2006)



Power Density Estimates

Micropelt MPG-D751

N legs = 540

A = 35 µm x 35 µm

Leg L = 40 µm

F = 0.95

Delivered into load
= 400 Ω

NB Heat sinking and impedance matching key for maximum power

n-BiTe / p-SbTe

Pmax = 1
2FNA

L ∆T2α2σ

α=540 µV/K,
σ=79,000 S/m

Micropelt BiTe
α=130 µV/K,
σ=58,500 S/m



Summary

Low dimensional structures are yet to demonstrate the 
predicted increases in α due to DOS

Reducing          faster than σ has been the most successful
         approach to improving ZT to date 

κph

Heterointerface scattering of phonons has been
      successful in reducing κ

TE materials and generators are not optimised –> 
there is plenty of room for innovation

Waste heat is everywhere –> enormous number of applications



Further Reading

D.M. Rowe (Ed.), “Thermoelectrics Handbook: Macro to Nano” 
CRC Taylor and Francis (2006)  ISBN 0-8494-2264-2

G.S. Nolas, J. Sharp and H.J. Goldsmid “Thermoelectrics: 
Basic Principles and New Materials Development” (2001) 

ISBN 3-540-41245-X

M.S. Dresselhaus et al. “New directions for low-dimensional 
thermoelectric materials” Adv. Mat. 19, 1043 (2007)
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